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Prediction
You are provided with information about your tendencies in a medium and long term, you see your
tendencies for a year, month and day. From these tendencies you get a conclusion about how your
character and individuality will act and function. You also see the favored sectors of your life.
For the continuously improvement of the Medastrana website, if you see a problem-error on your screen, or
if you have any suggestions please contact us by clicking "contact" on the home page. If you see an error
please describe what data did you entered and which analysis did you choose. In the centre of Medastrana
is your personality and needs.

Name: Sonia
Lastname: Ausubel
Day: 23
Month: 8
Year: 1979
Thank you for choosing Medastrana.

Tensions of phsychosynthesis-behavior and favored sectors for the year 2011
Medastrana symbol:

In this year all the knowledge you accumulate, you use it as a tool in order to succeed your goals. You may
develop your self-awareness to higher levels by preserving the balance inside you, without filtering all
information and knowledge through your own defaults and keeping your mind open. You employ property
issues. Your protectiveness is expressed in your family as well. You wish your children to be obedient to
your every advice or command.
Also in this year you are a strict judge of yourself; you question yourself. This results to you working harder
to accomplish your targets. You function excellently in the world of business; you possess the ability to
administrate, manage and judge, with emphasis in the sectors of industry, trade, public administration, real
agencies, or even authoring. You are able to administer great organisations, to accomplish great projects, or
even to take great risks. When difficult situations arise, you deal with them with strength and self-control.
When you are not constantly working on yourself improvement, for the cultivation of your soul to discover
your disadvantages and your mistakes in order to accomplish the continuous psycho-spiritual evolvement,
the result is the following negative tensions, to a small or a larger degree: You work non-stop to a result of
neglecting those who love you. The acquisition of wealth and social recognition becomes a kind of mania.

Tensions and favored sectors for the month. 9/2011
Medastrana symbol:

In this month you are able to rationally analyse situations and organize an effective action plan; you are
favoured to give practical solutions to your problems. You pursue social recognition; you enjoy being
associated with important people, to mix in important social circles. You also take pleasure in impressive
wardrobes and impressive appearances. In your relationship do not hesitate to exteriorise your emotions to
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your partner. It is important for you to feel financially safe. Money is important for the accomplishment of
your plans and dreams.
When you are not constantly working on yourself improvement, for the cultivation of your soul to discover
your disadvantages and your mistakes in order to accomplish the continuous psycho-spiritual evolvement,
the result is the following negative tensions, to a small or a larger degree: You do not manage to express
your warm and kind self hidden inside you.

Tensions and favored sectord for the day 27/9/2011
Medastrana symbol:

In this day you are able to be very active and leading in your field. You prefer to deliver orders that to
receive ones. You must be hardworking, courageous and endurable, end whatever you do you fully devote
yourself. Your opinions and positions should be reconsidered. As you try to achieve your goals you move
slowly but steadily with a high efficiency.
When you are not constantly working on yourself improvement, for the cultivation of your soul to discover
your disadvantages and your mistakes in order to accomplish the continuous psycho-spiritual evolvement,
the result is the following negative tensions, to a small or a larger degree: You tend to turn in yourself; a
characteristic that in difficult situations becomes more intense.

Final integration
The accomplishment of your life’s goals.
Medastrana symbol:

CLAY
You love to act and move through a safe and predictable environment. You bring order from chaos and you
are able to give a shape to a dream, through the abilities of your practical, Methodical, disciplined and
organized mind. Also, if you set it as a target, you can re-shape and re-build anything. Your energy is
compact and steady, you possess the gift to create order and give shape things by stabilising them. Your
mind is active, it gives birth to ideas, creates standards and philosophises in new horizons.
When in action, you move precise in time, reliable on your obligations and appointments, respectable to the
value of time. You do not move fast, but you are characterized by stability and effectiveness based on
detailed planning. You possess the gift to be able to concentrate easily. You are very endurable in hard
work. You are the right person to organize and keep up a program in serenity.
When you are not constantly working on yourself improvement, for the cultivation of your soul to discover
your disadvantages and your mistakes in order to accomplish the continuous psycho-spiritual evolvement,
the result is the following negative tensions, to a small or a larger degree: Your need to have all organized
may, through exaggerations, to become an attempt to control, resulting in pressure on yourself and others.
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